CASE STUDY: Clinical supply chain management

STAR REFRIGERATION
REPLACE ICE-DAMAGED
COOLER FOR LEADER IN
CLINICAL SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT

PROJECT: Maintenance and service

production, the customer was advised to move all
products from the cooler and into another storage
facility until a replacement cooler could be installed.
John Simpson, Regional Manager- South East at
Star Refrigeration, who worked closely with the
customer, said: “The ice build up was first noticed
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the cause, which was a failed drain pan heater.”
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West Sussex, came under threat recently when a
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contract with Star Refrigeration since 2011, the
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Star
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closely

with

the

customer’s

maintenance management facilitator, Bouygues, on
the project. Jamie Gray, Bouygues Manager said,
“Star was able to install a new cooler within two
weeks. There was no production loss from the
refurbishment, as the timeframe between sourcing
and installing the new equipment meant that we
were able to empty the produce from the obsolete
plant into replacement chillers on our site.”
“Since Star Refrigeration maintained the original
Star’s engineers found that the ice build up forced

chillers, their site and product knowledge meant

an evaporator coil to split, leaving the cooler unable

they were able to work quickly when selecting and

to maintain its set temperature levels and thus it

installing alternative equipment to provide the same

became obsolete. To ensure no damage or loss to

functions as the original.”

The works involved installation of the new cooler,
pipe brazing, pressure tests, system strength and
tightness tests, drain and evaporator installation, as
well as refrigeration cycle and defrost cycle tests.
Jamie Gray added, “Star is an approved supplier
for our company, so we were aware of the
procedures carried out by the company for projects
like these. Their risk assessments were always
very well organised and detailed, and their method
statement was well planned.”

With headquarters in Glasgow, Star Refrigeration
are

the

UK’s

leading

industrial

refrigeration

company, delivering 24-hour service to customers
from nine branches spread throughout the UK. In
total, the business employs nearly 350 staff and
their Operation Group has extensive experience of
delivering practical solutions and services to global
leaders in the industry. Making up for about half of
the company total’s revenue with an annual total
for last year of over £20 million, the Operations
Group helps over 300 businesses nationwide
through their branch offering which includes
consultancy,
commissioning,

training,

design,

maintenance

and

installation,
service

of

cooling solutions, as well as the supply of spare
parts for industrial refrigeration systems.
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